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Dear Illinois Pollution Control Board:

I am writing concerning the new rules for the Coal Ash Pollution Prevention Act which
are being written and reviewed by the Illinois Pollution Control Board.  These rules will
dictate how coal ash impoundments are to be cleaned up in order to halt the
contamination of our waters.  We need strong robust rules.

Illinois has a serious problem with toxic coal ash, the residual waste created by
burning coal for energy.  This dangerous material, which for decades has been stored
in mostly unlined impoundments near rivers and lakes, is leaking into groundwater
and/or surface water at several sites.

The contaminants, such as arsenic, lead, chromium and boron, are neurotoxins,
carcinogens and other substances dangerous to humans.  At several sites across the
state, these contaminants are merging with groundwater in quantities that make it
unsafe to drink.  At other sites, where the groundwater remains good, the leakage is
contaminating surface water that we use for recreation. Rivers and lakes we cherish
as getaway spots for weekend fun and relaxation may be taken away from us.

Illinois needs robust rules for the closure of coal ash ponds for several reasons.  In
some cases, natural occurrences such as floods or earth tremors could cause an
impoundment to breach, releasing the deadly contents into adjacent waters.  Ash at
the Waukegan power plant is stored near Lake Michigan.  Central Illinois, where I
used to live, is the highly valued Middle Fork of the Vermilion River, our state’s only
National Scenic River, which is a victim of leaking impoundments located near the
stream.  This cannot continue!!!

Removing and relocating the coal ash to high and dry ground, in lined impoundments
where it cannot mingle with our rivers and lakes, is the best solution for Illinois.
 Quicker and cheaper methods may appeal to some, but the science shows they are
not safe.

Please adopt strong robust rules incorporating these principles for clean
uncontaminated water.  Once contaminated, there is little turning back.

Sincerely,

Scott G. Burgh
4828 N. Bernard
Chicago, IL 60625
773-267-6319
sgburgh@ameritech.net
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